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DmitryMedvedev,
I planned to send you a handwritten lettter, because this enters your brain more effectively.
We don't have time; this week the NL-lobby implodes again… now the SecurityService of
Kiev has announced to sabotage or attack No-voters around the Ukraine Referendum in
Holland. Why do I have to waste my Galaxy-skills on this redundant bullshit?

Definition for Love.
Distribution of Love.
There could and should have been Love between the 2 of Us, by now.
'Love for the system Earth and the way we move about it'.
You couldn't recognize and conduct your Galaxy-duty in 2008.
I started your Galaxy-assingment 8 years ago, now I am the Future-bringer… with a specific
task on Earth. I can't wait to leave for my Homeplanet… but thats another letter….
Gods & Goddesses decided that you were ready to fullfil a job in connection with me.
You prefered to ignore 'powers bigger than oneself'. Absolutely wrong!
As long as you can't prove to me 'who made Earth, mankind & intelligence', you simple are
respectfull towards Galaxy-forces.
Evolution is inherent to our excistence, not to our misuse of power.
You have put my Evolution on hold in Love-zone, when you decided to follow Putin instead
of me. How dare you! I am the Futer-bringer; Putin is an old-fashion Barbarian… ready to
be exposed in a musuem he mutilates for his own image in history.
Only Putin needs Putin.
Do you realize that women load men who ignore the being of a woman on Earth?
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'When Presidents kill the woman, no man can Evolute'.
8 years on, you must realize that I am right.
All those wars could and should have been far less painfull, when men share Evolution with
women. Not the women who copy men's behavior for power; though the women who
manage to stay a human being with Galaxy-skills, despite the men….
I am still here – in pain – now men try to destroy my Love-skills.
I hate men, but I have put 2 children on Earth….so I must stay and make the best of it.
Evolution of Social Intelligence
An act without violence, men can't imagine.

This is why I write you this weekend.
You can't afford to make another Galaxy-mistake.
When you are not prepared to switch lightflows, this time around… you and Russia shrink
under violence.
2008: What were you suppose to do?
•
•
•
•

Kick Ban kimoon out of the UN
Assist me in turning ICC into a fair court of law, despite the fact that Russia doesn't
want to be a listed member of the Statute of Rome.
Force the NL-parliament into new elections for the people, based upon ICC-reality.
Hep me cose the ICC-lawcase against NL, with a payment for damage, in 2008.
What would the result have been?

•
•
•
•
•

Russia would have gained respect, might, Love.
Russia would have minilized wars, by setting 'a Good practice against warcrimes'.
Russia would have triggered more Fairtrade & Eko; removed a part of slavery.
The media would have been forced to publish truth.
We would not have IS – terrorism.

2016: The Future-bringer turns to you again for a Galaxy-duty. No mistake time left, now.
What is needed?
• You need to admit towards yourself that you Lack knowledge about Love for All of
Us. Galaxy-Love is something men must put themselves too…. Without hiding
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behind a church… or so…. Or sex.
•
•

Admit that you have obeyed Putin too often.
Admit that you are too young to become a voilent dictator in Putin-design.

•

Admit that your communication-skills are 'old-fashion politics'… and that you need
to become a Future-bringer for yourself, your child, Earth.

•

Admit that I am a Future-bringer in female-design.

•

Admit that you need to level with me in equality for Love on Earth.

•

Admit that my perspectives on Fairtrade & eko are more realistic, now I have the
skill to remain calm for peace.

•

Admit that Russia won't find a Fairtrade & eko – economy without my Galaxyguidence.

•

Admit that the Galaxy has plans for yourself, Russia & Europe… you aren't capable of
analyzing; you need Me, Myself & I – desireestokkel -.

•

Admit that men destroy Earth and that women give them the freedom to do so.

•

Admit that Love is only possible when Putin leaves the theater.

•

Admit that you & I can renew our relationship .. and rebuild Earth.

What do I want you to do?
•

Russia has rescued EdwardSnowden on my instructions, with good results.

Russia need to help me based upon the same Galaxy-system I use for EdwardSnowden.
Love. Simply do something out of Love that saves a persons life, dignity on Earth and
exposes Galaxy-Evolution.
I need the 2 of Us to work on my Constitution for Republic NL.
In the open…. Brainwash mankind on Earth, while they don't evern realize it.
•

My Constitution is on Earth since june 2014. I was too late with writing & publishing it;
MH17 followed shortly after publication. I warned people in hundreds of videos about the
danger to arrive; they were too lazy to anticipate….
All nations are aware of the fact that I am entitled to the interim Labourcontract of Prime
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Minister in Holland. I only want a 90 days contract; implement the Constitution Republic
NL by degree, call for new Elections for the whole parliament, restore democracy in NL,
close down the ICC-lawcase against NL with a settlement… for Myself, clean up ICC afther
the Elections and the installment of an Elected Prime Minister for Holland…..
The media is the biggest enemy on Earth.
I do expect you DmitryMedvedev, to pass Putin and to make my Constitution rule
Russia too; adjustments permitted...as long as the Arbitration-court stands next to
the Constitution-court.
People must be forced to find solutions in daily life; forced to stop fighting.
Evolution of Social Intelligence = Do it!

Organize a Public debate on my Constitution Republic NL.
Ask the people of Russia – on tv – if they want to have a similar
Constitution for Russia.
When you use your famous status quo for the Distribution of Love…
people will respect Russia ...again… and want to do business with you.
Middle-East – Africa – Latin America – Asia… can't ignore the Fairtrade &
eko constitution, shovelled through the people's troath via ICC.
Ukraine will turn into a lam; especially now they have blown away their
relationship with NL- ICC- EU.
Nato will fall silent… and all the slimy rulers of Nato will suddenly
become Fairtrade in warzone.
ICC can no langer falsify files.
The media can no longer distribute hatred.
You are the true President of Russia… and the damage Putin has caused
will fade away….
Why can't you make a mistake, this time around?
Earth will be without drinking-water in 10 – 15 years from now.
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Nobody talks about it, but it is already a serious problem: Canada, California, Australia,
Africa, Latin America…
If you want to be a smart business-man, you design a Water-purifier that removes the salt
from the seawater, so we can use it to keep our forests alive. Irrigate the desert with unsaltes seawater so the forests will keep the snow alive.
Grow Hennep as a replacement for compost in agriculture, so we can all grow fruits &
vegetables on our roofs – or indoors – . Change the drugs-attitude into survival.
Possible with my Constitution.
Export this Fairtrade & eko survival-mode, , in stead of weapons.
Be cilivized in deliberation with Galaxy-forces.
The People need to be shovelled into the Future on Earth; my Constitution will do
this.
War is War, Love is Love.
Never say: 'I make War to prove that I Love you'.
The artifical production of War rules against the Galaxy-production of
Evolution of Gender
Evolution of Education
(law & pedagogy)
Evolution of Galaxy-languages on Earth
(autism is a language not an ilness)
Evolution of Wisdom
( the production of patients during Love ia always the winner)
Evolution of Love-skills
(mankind must be forced to disconnect Love from sex)
I am being Good for you here, DmitryMedvedev.
Can you be Good for Me, Myself & I, the Future-bringer?
Can you be Good for Yourself and your sons Future?
A Debate about my Constitution Republic NL in the media – tv – radio…. And we will have
Peace… or something you Earthly-creates call Peace… DesireeStokkel
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